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China has proposed a law that would ban clothing that "hurts the feelings of the Chinese nation." Should brands start treading lightly?
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Sales slow at Louis Vuitton's owner as China sputters
Luxury-goods retailer struggled to lure Chinese consumers back to its stores. (The Wall Street Journal)

Why brands need to pay attention to China's proposed ban on offensive attire'
In China, clothing that is considered "offensive" may soon incur charges, if not detainment, for their wearers. (Jing
Daily)

How Quiet Luxury is impacting engagement ring preferences
The fashion trend focusing on minimal, timeless designs is spurring more interest in subdued engagement ring
styles. (WWD)

Inside the big business of styling athletes
NBA stars and footballers are leaning on a network of powerful style consultants to help shape their personal
brands outside of their day jobs, laying the groundwork for lucrative brand deals. (The Business of Fashion)

Why luxury giants are obsessed with small Japanese suppliers
Companies like LVMH, Herms and Gucci are strengthening ties with Japan's artisanal producers to tap exclusive
materials and ancient techniques. (The Business of Fashion)

ChatGPT can now predict fashion and beauty trends
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 MOST READ
1. Number of global centi-millionaires with assets north of $100M up 12pc to 28,420
2. Report: US luxury retail expansion to continue unabated
3. Bentley Motors seeks record number of trainees to meet carbon neutrality, electric car goals
4. With 340,000 millionaires, New York tops global list of wealthiest cities
5. US needs younger, more diverse designers to grow beyond aging clientele
6. Affluent women influence 85pc of philanthropy decisions: Bank of America
7. Altagamma opens next club in Tokyo to push Italian luxury in Japan
8. Headlines: Saint Laurent, Mikimoto, Neiman Marcus, Isabel Marant, AR
9. The dirt on English country gardens

10. Low consumer trust today is threat to repeat-purchase behavior: Forrester

The former Google Trends researchers behind AI firm Spate have tested a new way to predict and analyse
consumer trends using ChatGPT, including exclusive insights into how fashion and beauty can tap into the
impending zeitgeist. (Vogue Business)
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